
Positive Parenting - the
pandemonium in the
pandemic

Greetings parents and guardians!

If you fear that your children could become screen addicts or worse fall prey to online predators, choosing a school that

provides a safe and successful on-campus learning is truly a smart option that you will never regret.

 

Your responsibility as a parent grows as much when you sieve through your fears. Let the remnants not be a disruption

that goes wrong with cognitive harmony. Your child has easy access to unsupervised digital exposure that is ‘now’ a new

norm. Your child will be on the right track,

zooming across with confident strides if the school and the home setting collaborate to prepare for the ‘next normal.’

 

A reimagined, redesigned, innovative, tech-driven learning journey with cyber safety, cyber security and cyber ethics

embedded in the curriculum from KG upwards shapes the destiny of a digitally savvy alpha gen-next forever, in our

school. The Amity Advantage validates academic mastery and an adventurous versatile personality ready for an

unpredictable future.

 

The extraordinary e-learning provision at the Amity School Dubai addresses the ‘new next’.

 

And what will the new next normal be like? 

 

Well, the best lesson for schools from a prevailing winds is to turn your sails and from a prevailing pandemic is to craft a

smart learning strategy.

 

Three solutions:

 

1. A core curriculum with foundational learning skills, integrating technology, art and design mastery.

2. Savvy teachers who balance organic face to face learning with digital fluency

3. Exceptional learning spaces that inspires and draws a young learner to connect with deep learning, with creative and

physical activities, with friends and teachers.

 

Some facts:

The on campus learning at the Amity School Dubai, has been conducted seamlessly for a record 5 days-a-week, for all

grades since September 01, 2020.

An extraordinary learning experiences with Mindfulness, PE classes, STEAM integration, Performing Arts, Creative Arts and

Music has had a magical blend of digital and face to face impact.

Safety protocols are implemented with high priority for every child and teacher in each Bubble.

Regular outdoor ‘fun under the winter sun’ around the endless spaces sparks a ‘happy-heathy-me’ frolicking in fresh air.

And it all happened in a pandemic year!

Sincerely,

Sangita Chima

Principal.

Amity School Dubai.


